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Discover Barcelona's most colorfulneighborhoodsÃ¢â‚¬â€•one step at a time. Follow Frommer's for

an up-close and personal look at Barcelona's most culturally rich areas, from famous places to

lesser-known gems. Filled with color photos, easy-to-follow maps, clear route directions, and

helpfulcommentary, this guide makes it easy to find your way around. Let Frommer's take you to:  

La Rambla, Barcelona's most famous stroll, with its vibrant cafÃƒÂ©sand colorful flower standsa  

The Gothic Quarter and its intriguing maze of narrow streets andtiny squares   The Picasso

Museum, featuring thousands of works by the Spanish master   The architecture of Gaudi, including

his unfinished masterpiece, the Sagrada FamÃƒÂlia   Montjuic, the stunning park with the best

views of the city
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I plan to walk my way around the city with this book in hand. it takes you all over, including off the

beaten path. I'm really looking forward to my trip in large part because this book gave me a

familiarity with the city before I've even boarded the plane.

We used this book while in Barcelona & it led us into back streets & byways we would never have

discovered on our own.

This book was helpful as we planned our outings during our 10 days in Barcelona. The information



was good and up to date. They cut the walks into smaller sections than we would have used for a

walk, so we ended up putting 3 or 4 or more together for one "walk."

Excellent suggestions and commentary

good and accurate description. Good timing and good price. Please don't demand to write all this

much. Next time I will just delete it.

I recently ordered a guide to street walks in Barcelona. I am very happy with this transaction, as the

book is full of useful information and it will be very useful.

I just returned fm Barcelona and brought 5 guidebooks (Fodors See It Barcelona, Frommers 24

Great Walks in Barcelona, Frommers Barcelona day by day, and Time Out Barcelona, and

MapEasy Barcelona) because none of them really filled the one-stop-shop I was looking for.This

book was one of the best. It did exactly what it set out to do, which was a perfect guide to allow us

to explore each area on foot. Each walk was accurate, and usually encompassed one of the sights

we wanted to see, so it combined two items into one. Additionally, the recommended eating spots

were pretty good too. The mini maps for each walk worked well once you figure out where the map

is relative to everything else.Some minuses were that the book needed a larger map to index the

smaller ones. We sometimes found it difficult to align the mini walks with the larger maps. Plus, I

also thought they should have put the Metro marks on the mini maps for each walk.The bottom line

is that this book was our go-to once we figured out what we wanted to do that day, then we looked

up the walk associated with that sight and off we went. If Frommers put the best of both of their

books together, it would be perfect.My recommendation is that if you have only 3 or fewer days in

BCN, get Frommers Barcelona Day by Day. If more, then also get the Frommers 24 walks, which

we used quite a bit, but only as a supplement.Here is my summary reviewsFrommers Barcelona

day by day - 4*See It Barcelona - 3*Frommers 24 great walks in Barcelona - 5*Time Out Barcelona

- 2*EasyMap Barcelona - 1*
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